3 or 6 Inch Gerb Confetti Cannon
Setup and Operation Manual:
Included With Purchase:
1. 2 x 2 Foot Hoses
2. Manual Ball Valve
3. Confetti Hopper
4. 3 or 6 Inch Confetti Cone
Additional Required Accessories:
1. CO2 Tank ( Can be siphon if you
wish to see fog when firing system
2. Confetti(Tissue /Mylar)Sold Here

Setup Recommendations:
1. Begin by removing the confetti components from packaging. Please make sure all
components are present.
2. Remove the black confetti cone from inside the black confetti hopper.
3. Remove wingnuts from the bolts on the front angle of hopper where the hole is.
4. Align the notches in the confetti cone with the bolts on face of hopper.
5. Slide the confetti cone until it is flush with the angle face of the hopper. The cone
will now be covering the hole.
6. Use the wingnuts to securely fasten the cone to the front of the confetti hopper.
7. Next, locate the hose with ball valve.
8. Notice one end of the hose has a CGA320 tank adapter (brass color with a fiber
washer)
9. Attach the silver end to the valve inlet on the side of the confetti cone base plate.
10. Hand tighten the female fitting on to the male inlet adapter. Once it is tight use a
crescent wrench and snug connection tight.
11. Next attach the CGA320 tank adapter to your CO2 tank. Be sure to place the white
fiber washer between the adapter and tank to reduce the chance for a leak. Hand
tighten as well to reduce the chance of cross threading. Once snug use a wrench
and snug the fitting tight.
12. Now make sure the red handle is fixed in the off position on the manual ball valve.
13. To test open the co2 tank and see if gas immediately escapes through the confetti
cone.
14. Now you can preload your hopper with confetti.
15. Once your hopper is filled and you are ready to blast, open the CO2 tank all the
way.
16. Place the tank directly behind the confetti hopper to reduce the chance of sliding
17. Now you are ready to blast confetti. Turn the red handle and an immediate rush of
loud air will exit the confetti cone. You can insert confetti as needed while the
machine is still firing.
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